
Buckstone Primary School Parent Council 

Minutes of BPS Parent Council - Tues 29th September 2020, 630pm-8pm, via MS Teams  

 

Parent Council Member Attendees: Brian Chalmers (Chair), Ruth Hann, Nicole Johnston, Morven 

Langley, Claire Probert, Lisa Sykes, Andrew Black, Christine Stewart, Jamie Deas, Dawn Motion, 

Jonathon W, Paul Cornish 

Other Attendees: Mrs Imrie, Mrs Henry, Graeme Greig, Councillor Dr Scott Arthur 

Guest Attendee: Shona from Place2Be 

Apologies: None 

Minutes: Paul Cornish 

 

1. Chair Introduction & Approval of Previous Minutes 

Chair thanked all for attending the meeting via MS Teams video conferencing and a reminder that no 

recording of the meeting is permitted. 

Brian (Chair) will be staying as chair in the interim, given the current circumstances for consistency 

and support. 

AGM 2019-2020 Minutes were approved 

There was a specific reminder that any communications between parents / class reps, for example 

via WhatsApp / Facebook that the must not contain specific situation referring to pupils, parents or 

school staff. If any parents have any concerns, these must go specifically to the school. There will be 

an email reminder to this effect. 

 

2. Mrs. Imrie’s Update 

Mrs. Imrie greeted & welcomed everyone to the meeting. 

Mrs. Imrie was delighted to say on how well all the children had been getting on and pleased to be 

back in the difficult times. 

Parent’s night format was covered. Trial format with some of the meetings will be held via video and 

some will be via telephone depending on technical availability / logistics at the time. Some of the 

meetings will be held when the teachers are on site, some from own homes, so a reminder to bear 

with the circumstances as some technical issues are out-with their control. 

The question of how will parents know if it will be via Video or Telephone, and it was advised that 

parents would be notified by email prior to the meetings. 

Blended Learning topic was covered in case this was needed at all in the scenario that if the school 

was closed temporarily for example. Chair advised from reviewing the plans, that we should be 

comforted to know that they are at advanced stages and can be mobilised very quickly if the 

circumstances arise. 



Poverty Proofing surveys to be carried out, as under these difficult times, there are potentially more 

families that we can support and ways of helping are to be confirmed. Given the sensitive nature of 

this, it was thought considerate for a couple of parent volunteers to review the survey prior to 

general circulation to make sure they felt comfortable with the content. 

The school has said it can and will assist in ways such as helping with uniform and support. 

Each primary class and nursery session, will receive £150 each as a wish list gift from parent council 

funds as confirmed in the recent AGM. Items that have been requested by the children have 

included outdoor learning items, games, books, play equipment and art materials. 

Bikeability was raised and if this would be happening in the near futures. This will depend on what is 

allowed under the current Covid19 situation and also with staff resources that are being currently 

utilised in the required areas for safety & wellbeing. It is unlikely at present, however if 

circumstances change, there maybe this opportunity again. 

 

3 Councillor Update – Scott Arthur 

Welcome and introduction to Councillor Scott Arthur 

Playground options / improvements were discussed and ways to raise funds for this. Oxgangs 

primary have received £4k from Tesco’s from bags for life & token schemes where you donate your 

token instore for your charity/good cause choice. The idea of contacting Morrisons, Waitrose and 

Tesco’s were suggested to see if there were options there. It was mention that Morrison’s have been 

keen to help community projects in the past. 

School Letts are potentially returning after the October break. Extra monies will be needed for the 

additional cleaning required. 

Covid 19 cases is extremely low is extremely low in primary schools, a little higher in high schools, 

but still very low. Braidburn primary had recently report 4 cases, but these were staff and not spread 

within the school. 

Ongoing Consultations with regards to Braid Road & Comiston Road traffic flow systems. No 

permanent outcomes yet with a review recently completed. Further meeting mid-November is 

planned which should hopefully give clarity of the future plans for the roads. 

Reports of anti-social behaviour by older teens in Fairmilehead Park with some damage to vehicles & 

property mentioned 

Economics of Scott Arthur’s ward was discussed with a region of 2.5% unemployed, mainly hitting 

the young & female demographics. 

 

A question was raised with regards to the School Letts and surrounding the clubs that may be able to 

be run. Given the current circumstances, outdoor / sports clubs are more likely. Edinburgh council 

are reluctant to spend more than their normal budget unless they are given additional funds by the 

Scottish Government. The priority sits with the school day & additional cleaning that is required. 

They hope to have some progress in the future, but clubs are not the top priority at present. There 

was a specific mention of Brunstfield Primary that have a large number of clubs unable to run at 

present. 



4. Place2Be 

Shona, a representative of Place2BeSince gave a comprehensive talk on who they are and what they 

do to assist with Child Mental Health support. 

Place2b were founded in 1994 they have worked with and supported over 600 schools nationwide. 

Place2Be has offered child mental health support in Scotland since 2001 and currently reaches over 

14,000 pupils and their families in 45 schools. 

The aim & purpose of Place2Be is to build children and young people's resilience through talking, 

creative work and play. They also support parents and school staff and help schools to be mentally 

healthy. 

1 in 8 school children are thought to be affected by mental health issues and Place2Be uses specialist 

training, play therapy which can help into looking into deeper issues to help young people who are 

affected. This support model takes time at the child’s own pace, where they can express issues in a 

comfortable and safe environment. 

Place2Be also offer: 

Mental Health Champions training programmes – for school leaders and class teachers, endorsed by 

Education Scotland.  

Consultations – on emotional wellbeing and behaviour, tailored to each school 

Workshops – about specialist subjects 

Mental health masterclasses – as part of the Excellence in Headship programme. 

Initial Teacher Education pilot – in partnership with the Universities of Edinburgh and Stirling. 

In terms of Buckstone Primary School, the Resilience program the school has been actively 

encouraging is a good step in the right direction. 

Place2be, to be on site at the school would require 2 rooms for their role, one room specifically for 

play and expression for children, and one as an office. 

Mental Health services are underfunded and the question was raised if / how this could be funded - 

a typical cost would be circa £36k to run on an annual basis. 

Reviews & surveys suggest high percentages have felt the benefit, with 79% of Teachers, 81% of 

Parents and more than 90% of pupils expressed a positive outcome. 

It was agreed across the floor, that this is a very important issue which needs real focus to help the 

children/adults affected by this. Chair is happy to speak further with Shona and along with other 

partnership schools, e.g. Brunstfield & South Morningside if something can be centrally co-

ordinated. 

Chair and Shona will also speak with Councillor Scott Arthur to see what avenues of support are 

available within the council for funding & logistical options. 

A question was raised if Buckstone Primary School had a central hub for support, and this is on the 

Buckstone Primary School website under Social & Emotional Support. 

 



5 Fundraising 

Until the current crisis is over, unfortunately there are no school fairs planned at present, so 

alternative fundraising events are trying to be identified until they become possible again. 

Uniform Sales was suggested 

A Silent Disco / with additional cleaning in-between size regulated slots. 

Goose Chase - possibly in November 

The bags to school fundraising was queried and is going to be chased up on what can be done 

Christmas cards made by the children will be progressed as a fundraising method. 

 

 

6 Playground Update  

A full update was provided by the business manager with regard to the school playground 

There has been a recent 53-page detailed report covering the school playground with its findings / 

recommendations. 

There is a lot of rotting wood that has been highlighted which is slippery and potentially a safety 

issue. Wood renovations are required so the playground can be fully utilised. The playground 

committee will be meeting to discuss what can be done and will communicate with the parks 

department to see what the best approach is.  

There was a recent lorry load of bark spread over some of the areas required, but may need some 

more to be delivered. Cost of a lorry load was £1800-£2000.  

There is also 10 tons of sand the needs to be spread before it becomes weed-ridden. The parks 

department will be asked for assistance since it may not be possible for parent volunteers to be on 

school grounds at these times to assist. 

It was commented on that some of rotting wood posts, had been there for a number of years and 

quite substantial actions are required to rectify 

A few minor repairs, e.g. bolts / steps / general repairs are quicks fixes that can be completed in the 

playground. 

At present only the climbing nets are out of bounds 

The hammock unfortunately was no longer in any fit state, along with the wooden posts / bolts. 

Ideas were given for a replacement and for required repairs to be carried out. 

The astro-turf area was mentioned as frequent repairs are not resolving the re-occurring issue of the 

turf detaching/tearing. 

It was specifically noted that there are Parent Council funds available within the parent council to 

assist with renovations to bring the playground back to life in the areas required. 

 

 



 

7 School Drop Off / Parking issues 

On-going discussion relating to the current parking issues where a number of cars continue to park 

where they are not supposed give safety concerns. 

Police & Traffic warden presence has been increased with the police advising some drivers of where 

they should / should not park. 

The idea of a ‘cartoon plastic cut out’ pupil with a ‘don’t park here ‘message was suggested, they 

have been used recently around the school in Gracemount appearing very affective. The attendees 

thought this would be an excellent idea and an agreement of 3 will be purchased at a cost of a £150 

each approximately. This can be positioned on the appropriate corners/junctions and are portable. 

 

8 Green Buckstone 

Christine gave a Green Buckstone update. 

Crisp packet re-cycling starting back up - drop off location at Home Hub, Buckstone shops. 

Since the launch of this in 2019 to lockdown, a fantastic amount of £967 has been raised. 

In March the school was awarded a grant from the Edinburgh Solar Co-operative Community Benefit 
Fund for improved recycling facilities and training; this will be utilised once circumstances allow. 

There are saplings available to plant in the playground area from The Woodland Trust, but again 
under current circumstances this will need to wait until this can done. 

A local Facebook swap and sell group has agreed to raise a target of £100 for the school. 

 

9 Finances 

To be provided by Brian 

 

10 AOB 

Subject of the large metal container in the Waterboard Field was raised in terms of 

Who owns the container, and the lock has been recently tampered with? 

It is understood Buckstone football club may have owned this historically. The Youth club are keen to 

use the container for storage. 

It is not believed to be council owned; however, Scott Arthur will speak with the council to confirm 

this. 

It was also commented on the at some of the drop off / pick up times it is becoming congested at 

times and there is a lack of social distancing from some parents. It was reminded in these times, that 

we have to take social distancing responsibilities. 



Attendees and Shona were thanked and meeting was brought to close by Chair, Brian Chalmers 

Next Meeting:  Thursday 12th November – time/details TBC 


